The time spent in this environment was incredibly important for me, teaching me the necessity of working together and a desire to work collectively.
This is a statement from 2010, before I would discover the world of video, performance, and social practice. Anticipating life choices and deadlines, I have begun mining my previous writing for content, and searching within the applications that filled up my life since becoming a MFA student. This is an abridged reflection on my time in Iowa, disciplines that I uneasily straddled, projects that propelled me forward, and ideas that formed around them. A quick read of this early statement conveys that I like artmaking, collective practice, and eating with others. I include it because of its archival value; the remnants of this statement show how my artistic life began, and how these early ideas have been adapted into a multidisciplinary practice.
Art + Meals + People + What Came Before?
In 2011 a story caught my eye, the byline in an Iowa historical anthology about the last known bear seen in Iowa City. The bear was walking along the Iowa River before being killed by local residents wielding pitchforks. At the time I was struggling with the process of printmaking, pondering the materials and chemicals I was leaving behind in favor of an artwork I perceived as indulgent, and marveling at the profound irony of making work about animals and nature while using materials that threatened their existence. A memory was fresh in my mind; the act of hiking through the woods and coming across animal tracks brought an instant awareness of sharing the space with other beings. The animal track was the earliest symbol left behind in place of presence, and arguably the earliest form of printmaking.
Writing the Bear felt like a step towards a recuperative kind of practice, and a crucial piece of my examination towards object-based artwork. I would return to this incubating analysis frequently in my work, a fervent question built out of a puritanical quest for the utopic:
"What is the perfect artwork, one that compromises nothing, hurts no one, informs gently and with poetry, and exploits no being?" It was complicated for me to explain an ethos that was diffuse, murky, and with infinite contradictions, but I carried this formative question with me during my first several years of grad school.
Art + Meals + People + What Came Before? + Detritus I took home a carload of shirts that day, in spring 2011. I found more shirts than I could ever use, so I selected three worn by a person named Martin. At the time I was studying traditional papermaking, which for centuries was made from discarded rags. I made paper from the shirts, and incredible amount of soap erupted from the mechanical beater as the shirts were beaten into paper pulp. I used the act of making paper from this industrial material to approach the larger question of recycling. It felt almost futile to go through so much effort just to keep three shirts from ending up in the landfill, and industries operate beyond the scale of human understanding. The final product was a stack of blue paper that was lovely to look at but concealed its historical and material efforts. I turned to video to 6 chase this metaphor, and began working with sound, cameras, and editing. The video would live in several drafts, while I hoped to could gain the aesthetic distance and technical expertise that would lift this story out of what I perceived as an amateur failure. The shirts project showed "an unclear distinction between utility and artifice," as listed in the previous statement, but not in the way I'd intended. The numerous artist portfolios where I've included shirts as a completed project feel fraudulent, because the video was never finished. But an artist is a fraud, when the task of artmaking is to make things bigger, better, and more deserving of attention than it has ever been in the real world. I preferred a hypothetical project on my artist website to the prospect of leaving those three shirts in a landfill. Even if they were surrounded in a sea of shirts in a dumpster in a parking lot. Or a stack of blue paper, existing in the anecdotal but otherwise irrelevant realm of stuff I made. A craft of paper, enveloped in a craft of video, perhaps fails in its storytelling but not in its imagining. The lofty goals I had when I set out to make this 3 years ago were to critique waste, make ecological connections, and make explicit my conflicted, anxious existence. But in actuality, all I have is a stack of paper and numerous drafts. It has left the realm of ecological significance, and is now merely a project that I can't stop recycling. On occasion, we experimented with spaces between theory and practice by organizing art events that were open to the public. Our group was mostly serious, but we also held a meeting on a rented pontoon, and another time wearing funny hats. In December 2012, SOS hosted In the Shadow of Debt: Participatory Release! at a print conference at University of Iowa. The conference was a tribute to the Modernist printmaking artists who studied printmaking funded by the GI bill after WWII. Our response was to invite participants to print the amount they owed in student loans to show the current realities of student debt. SOS retired in early 2013, because of approaching graduation for the founding members. We were successful in that we created a space for solidarity in MFA programs, often an atomizing, individualistic environment that encourages competition. For me, our weekly meetings were a source of thoughtful discussion and valuable friendship. I became fixated on the idea finally "killing" the projects was the only way they could live forever. To me, this sounded like an attractive metaphysical aspiration, but it also functioned in a practical way. Without FINISHING MOVES, numerous projects would wither eventually to the realm of anecdotes and outdated aspect ratios. Many of the projects I considered for execution would never make it to my artist portfolio. I was already working with the obsolescence of technology and converting old video files to new editing platforms.
The projects would only survive in a workable state for a certain amount of time until they became materially inaccessible. The projects kept haunting me because I was torn between completion and abandonment.
Finishing Moves seemed to me to be an absolutely necessary project for me to move on from the improvisation and intense experimentation that characterized my early experience of grad school. It is partly about the paradox of graduate school, that with all the experiences available it is impossible to finish all of the projects; it felt preferable to linger on numerous projects without planning an exit strategy. I felt equally conflicted and motivated by paying tribute to work that got me to the place I am today, and revealing the flawed aspects of my wide-ranging interests and fragmentary way of working. Fortunately, I was able to recoup some of my favorite unfinished projects into a larger work about process. The feedback from friends, mentors, and colleagues was that I edited the pain and frustration out of the video. In making FINISHING MOVES, I realized an artistic practice is occasionally lonely because viewers are never going to have the same experience the artist has while making it. If I included even a fraction of the hesitation and frustration of working through my terminally perfectionist process, I would consider the video unwatchable. The pain wasn't watchable to me, it felt too tortuous and regretful, and so in that way the video is kind of a lie. By the time I had overedited it, my hard drive crashed and I had to face an uncomfortable situation, to put something I didn't like out into the world. Closer to the end of FINISHING MOVES, I remembered something a fellow grad told me, "Teaching is about regret." I understood this as regret of missed opportunities to engage students on difficult topics, regret over not challenging students in the moment, and the general remorse over always feeling like one could have done more. I began to think about finishing things also as regret. I realized if one cares deeply enough, then regret is inevitable. Utopian visions of the perfect project are exactly that. It's a wonder that some of our ideas see the outside world, and even more amazing when others might understand them for what they are. Regret happens when something you put out into the world doesn't meet your own unique expectations, but I was also exhausted from hanging on to so many imperfect projects. For me, it was a profound act of acceptance to finish this video and put it out in the world, and hopefully one that gets easier with time and practice.
